LG is an electronics Goliath, that was forced to embrace its role as
David in the US smartphone category. People are so blinded by
brand love for Samsung and Apple that they’re on autopilot,
never considering switching. We burst the blind brand love
bubble by challenging consumers to think for themselves. We
took on Goliaths by challenging consumers with a provocative
question: WHAT’S IT GONNA TAKE to switch to LG G7 ThinQ.
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Goliaths compete for the same audience, we needed to find those with a challenger mindset
Samsung and Apple were targeting the same people: tech forward, creative, entrepreneurial Millennials. In previous campaigns, LG had
chased this same audience with limited success. We could not hope to win on our budgets if we talked to the same people, we needed to
find an audience who would be receptive to our challenger mindset:
Introducing the Savvy Skeptics
We developed a custom survey to define and size an audience of persuadables. They had to be in the market, open to Android and open to
switching. This gave us a potential audience of 43.7MM people.5
We further segmented this audience based on attitudes that would make them predisposed to listen to a challenger brand like LG.
Attitudinally we found interesting statement suggesting they were non-conformists, from being pro-marijuana legalization to describing
themselves as ‘anti-establishment.’
We layered onto this attitude that related to their openness to smartphone alternatives and we called them the Savvy Skeptics (see
visual).6 This group represented a massive growth opportunity as it included the segments that over-index in smartphone purchase yet they
were being ignored by the Goliaths.

The overall success of a smartphone brand is disproportionately tied to their flagship launches. These launches signal to consumers, press
and the markets that the company has a forward momentum. A misstep can lead to immediate declines in share price and lead to a
spiraling loss of confidence, distribution, and investment.
For that reason, our main KPI was to outperform the previous flagship launch, the V30, from September 2017.
PRIMARY KPIS
• KPI: Average Daily Sales
• TARGET: Statistically significant percentage increase over V30
• Average daily sales demonstrate consumer demand.7
• KPI: Market share of flagship segment
• TARGET: Statistically significant percentage increase over V30
• Market share shows performance above the category, V30 showed no significant increase. 8
SECONDARY KPIS
• KPI: Source of Volume
• TARGET: Statistically significant sourcing from competition compared to V30 (31% Samsung, 8% Apple, 47% LG)
• Conquest from Goliaths not cannibalize from LG. 9
• KPI: Consideration
• TARGET: +2pp (based on G6 launch)
• Consideration had declined during the V30 launch so our target was based on the previous launch, the G6. 10
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Our Insight: People are so blinded by brand love for the Goliath brands they’re on autopilot, never considering switching
The smartphone Goliaths seemed untouchable.
But under closer inspection we began to notice weakness. Hardware innovation was slowing and being replaced with hype. While the
Goliaths were hyping their flagships as ‘the next big thing’ or saying ‘this changes everything,’ the devices themselves were looking
increasingly familiar. The press was even reporting “smartphones have gotten a little boring to the casual consumer”. 1
Savvy Skeptics felt this way too.2
They described ‘feature fatigue’:
“I feel like at the beginning there were huge differences when you got a new model but now it is just little things...big deal.” Female,
Samsung G6 owner
They bemoaned the problems with their device, yet they remained unthinkingly loyal.
“I had the 6S before, and the battery was terrible. And it was very very slow. Unbearably slow. [sigh] So I ponied up and got the 10.” Male
iPhone X owner
We realized people were not actively choosing their smartphone brand, they were on autopilot, blindly following the hype.
Sourcing:
1 Gizmodo, ‘Smartphones might get super exciting again in 2018, December 14, 2017
2 Agency Qual Research, Savvy Skeptic Audience, March 2018
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Sourcing:
1 Millward Brown, LG Brand Tracking, August 2018
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